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Crystal structure prediction (CSP) aims to determine the experimentally isolable crystal struc-
ture(s) of a molecule given only its 2D molecular diagram. The ability to match candidate struc-
tures to known experimental structures is critical in benchmarking CSP methods. In this work,
a new approach to improve comparison of crystal structures using their calculated powder X-ray
diffractograms (PXRD) is presented. The protocol involves anisotropic volume correction of the
compared structure to that of the target. Its ability to distinguish matching structures from other
candidates is assessed using the submissions to the 6th CSP blind test. The anisotropic volume
correction is found to surpass currently available methods of PXRD comparison in its ability to
separate similar from dissimilar structures. This is demonstrated by its ability to distinguish a
polytype from a target structure, and by the identification of two uncredited matching structures in
the 6th CSP blind test. The developed method yields a quantitative measure that is as useful as
the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) in atomic positions for structure comparison.

1 Introduction
The phenomenon of polymorphism is inextricably bound to the
fields of materials science and pharmaceuticals, where the deter-
mination of the crystal structure is a critical step in compound
discovery and characterization. If polymorphs exist, it is impor-
tant to distinguish between them since even subtle changes be-
tween crystal structures can cause dramatic changes in their bulk
properties.1–4 The discovery of polymorphs for a compound of
interest has the potential to realize the desired properties of a
material,5–8 or to severely complicate its production.9,10

The ideals of first-principles CSP11–15 are to provide a means
to screen molecules (before they are synthesized in the labora-
tory) to predict whether they will yield materials with desired
properties, and to assess polymorphism risk for new pharmaceu-
ticals.16–21 In practice, the crystal structure-energy landscapes
generated by CSP do not usually provide a definitive structure, or
list of polymorphs, that will be observed experimentally for the
molecule of interest. Rather, hundreds of thousands of trial struc-
tures are generated in the first step of the CSP protocol, which
are ranked energetically to identify the most likely candidates.
The choice of theoretical method can have a profound influence
on the resultant structure-energy landscape, so that energy re-
ranking with higher-level theoretical methods is often performed
at later stages of the CSP protocol.18,22–27

CSP methods are commonly benchmarked by performing stud-
ies on previously characterized molecules, in order to deter-

mine how the method ranks the experimentally observed crys-
tal structure(s). This approach forms the basis of the CSP blind
tests coordinated by the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre
(CCDC).28–33 Identifying whether any of the candidate structures
generated in the CSP study match the experimental structure(s)
is, therefore, key in assessing the relative abilities of various CSP
protocols.

Two commonly employed quantitative methods of crystal struc-
ture comparison are the measurement and comparison of inter-
atomic distances for a defined cluster size, and comparison of
calculated powder X-ray diffractograms (PXRD). The COMPACK
algorithm,34 implemented in the CCDC’s Mercury software Crys-
tal Packing Similarity (CPS) tool,35 is a common example of the
former. This approach provides a simple pass/fail metric to iden-
tify structure matches within a certain user-defined tolerance for
a cluster of M molecules. For matching structures, a quantitative
comparison is also provided in the form of a root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) in the atomic positions for the given molecu-
lar cluster size. To directly compare RMSD(M) values with this
method, a pass must be achieved (with a consistent cluster size
of M molecules) for all structures being compared. Effectively,
a smaller RMSD value indicates greater similarity with the refer-
ence crystal structure.

Alternatively, the algorithm developed by de Gelder36 has be-
come popular for comparison of powder diffractograms calcu-
lated from crystal structure data. This algorithm uses the normal-
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ized integral of a weighted correlation function to give a result
between 0 and 1 that quantifies the similarity of the two diffrac-
tograms. Two implementations of this scale have been adopted:
(i) powder pattern similarly, where larger values (approaching 1)
indicate more similar structures,37 and (ii) powder pattern differ-
ence, where smaller values (approaching 0) indicate more similar
structures.38 Due to the powder difference (POWDIFF) values be-
ing analogous to the RMSD values from the COMPACK algorithm,
this metric will be used for PXRD comparison through the remain-
der of this work.

Developing quantitative comparison methods for crystal sim-
ilarity is complicated by the innate differences between in sil-
ico generated structures and real experimental X-ray structures.
Structures generated by CSP predominantly correspond to a
“static lattice", neglecting both zero-point lattice vibrations and
thermal effects; this is referred to as zeroth-order CSP.39 While
thermal effects on the lattice can be modeled via molecular dy-
namics simulations,40–42 or through use of the quasi-harmonic
approximation,43–46 these approaches are extremely expensive
computationally and can not be broadly applied across all gen-
erated structures in a CSP landscape. One should expect static-
lattice structures to have more compact unit cells compared to ex-
perimental structures solved from the collection of X-ray diffrac-
tion data.45 They may also potentially exhibit unphysical confor-
mational differences in cases with highly flexible molecules due
to neglect of thermal entropy.47

Use of static-lattice structures will adversely affect structure
comparisons using both RMSD and PXRD metrics, although ap-
parent differences are magnified for PXRD as the peak positions
are quite sensitive to the changes in cell volume that result from
thermal expansion. To address such differences in peak positions,
an isotropic volume correction was developed by van der Streek
and Motherwell.37 It uniformly scales the unit cell axes lengths
in order to achieve a particular cell volume, which is obtained by
summation of the calculated atomic volumes48 for all atoms in
the unit cell. This appears to be the methodology employed to
yield the “PXRD similarity” metric in Mercury’s CPS tool.35 How-
ever, when applied to distinguishing distinct polymorphs from
structural re-determinations at differing temperatures in the early
2004 CSD (Cambridge Structural Database), this volume correc-
tion was not particularly effective for materials with significant
anisotropy in their thermal expansion, which has been noted to
be rather common in molecular crystals.37,49

A recent study by Bernstein and co-workers50 compared
the ability of the COMPACK and PXRD methods implemented
in Mercury to differentiate polymorphs from structural re-
determinations in the July 2018 CSD. The two methods were
found to be in agreement for 89% of 47,422 pairwise comparisons
of structures extracted from the database. The majority of the
cases where the methods disagreed arose when the PXRD com-
parison erroneously indicated differing structures (commonly due
to substantial differences in the conditions under which the re-
determined data was collected) and the COMPACK method cor-
rectly identified a structural match. This implies that PXRD will
be less successful than COMPACK when comparing static-lattice
structures from zeroth-order CSP to experiment. However, the

Fig. 1 The five target compounds used in the CCDC’s 6th blind test.
Note that there were five target polymorphs (A-E) for compound XXIII,
two of which (C,E) have Z′ = 2.

conformational differences observed in some static-lattice struc-
tures of flexible molecules, despite effectively identical packing
arrangements, may conversely pose an issue for COMPACK com-
parisons. For a number of flexible molecules, PXRD comparisons
matched structures collected at different temperatures, but COM-
PACK did not, unless the tolerances on the interatomic distances
were increased from their default value of ±20% to ±50%.50

Overall, the study concluded that relying exclusively on one
method has the potential to yield both false positives and false
negatives, depending on the structures and the nature of the dif-
ference between them.

In this work, we present a simple approach to improve the re-
liability of PXRD comparisons using an anisotropic volume cor-
rection scheme. Our method is targeted to comparisons between
zeroth-order CSP candidates and a reference, finite-temperature
experimental crystal structure, although it can also be utilized
to compare experimental structures obtained at several temper-
atures. Our method is applied to identify the matching struc-
tures from the structure-energy landscape lists submitted to the
6th CSP blind test,33 and reveals two uncredited matches from
that work. The results highlight the improved ability of PXRD
comparisons using the anisotropic volume correction to identify
structural matches, compared to the isotropic volume correction
implemented in the Mercury CPS tool. Anisotropic volume correc-
tion is also found to improve RMSD-based comparisons of in sil-
ico generated structures and experimental structures using COM-
PACK.

2 Dataset
All crystal structures were gathered from the supporting informa-
tion accompanying the CCDC’s 6th blind test (BT6) of CSP meth-
ods.33 Contributors were allowed to submit two lists of up to 100
structures for each of 5 target compounds, labeled XXII-XXVI and
shown in Figure 1, with 5 target polymorphs (A-E) for compound
XXIII. A list of the CCDC identifiers for the target structures is
provided in the SI.

A total of 115 lists, containing a varied number of structures,
were submitted. In the test, 62 structures were identified within
these 115 lists that match the corresponding target structure.
However, a number of the secondary lists submitted were not dif-
ferent in structure, but simply re-ranked energetically (i.e. from
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single-point energy calculations with a different method, inclu-
sion of free-energy approximations, etc.). Since the objective of
this study is comparison of the generated structures, not their en-
ergetic rank, these secondary lists are effectively duplicates and
11 of the secondary lists were removed from the dataset (details
can be found in the SI). Of the 11 lists removed, 10 contained
a matching structure, so the number of “unique” matches was
reduced to 52. Throughout this work, references to specific struc-
tures will make use of the following notation: [Target]-[Group]-
[List]-[Energy rank]. As an example, XXII-G18-L2-E5 would be
the structure ranked 5th by energy in the second list submitted
by Group 18 for target XXII.

We note that the list submitted by Group 12 for target XXII,
which did not contain a match to the target, was also omitted.
This was due to a number of issues concerning unit cell dimen-
sions and corresponding crystal system and space group assign-
ments, as well as complete connectivity breakdown of the molec-
ular structure for a number of the candidates contained in the
list. A single additional occurrence of a complete molecular dif-
ference was identified in list 2 submitted by Group 21 (also for
XXII) and this structure was excluded, but the remainder of the
list kept. Thus, 103 lists containing a total of 9,104 structures
were searched, making 16,532 comparisons, with the expecta-
tion of identifying the same 52 hits identified in the original BT6
study.

3 Methods

3.1 Mercury CPS Tool

To compare the developed method to standard alternatives, we
performed crystal structure comparisons using the Crystal Packing
Similarity (CPS) tool in Mercury35 (v2020.1). Results were ob-
tained from the CPS implementations of both (i) the COMPACK34

algorithm (i.e. the number of molecules matched and RMSD(M))
and (ii) PXRD similarity.

A cluster size of 20 molecules was used in the COMPACK com-
parison to identify matching crystal structures. Initial compar-
isons were made with a tolerance of ±20% on the distances and
±20◦ on the angles. If these tolerances were too strict to obtain
a match of 20/20 molecules, the tolerances were increased in in-
crements of 5% and 5◦ for the distances and angles, respectively,
until such a match was achieved, provided the structures con-
tinued to overlay in reasonable visual agreement. If an increase
in the tolerance was accompanied by a dramatic change in the
structural overlay, then the loosening of tolerances ceased and it
was concluded that obtaining a representative RMSD(20) value
was not possible for that structure. Notably the RMSD(20) val-
ues between submitted and target structures were found to differ
moderately from previously reported values in BT633 (see the SI).
The RMSD values calculated in the current version of Mercury are
those reported throughout this study.

For COMPACK comparison, hydrogen-atom counts and bond
counts for each atom were ignored. These optional selections
were important for comparison of structures of compound XXIII
[2-((4-(3,4-dichlorophenethyl)phenyl)amino)benzoic acid].
Here, the carboxylic acid moiety can be rotated by a full 180◦

to yield a different conformer, without otherwise affecting the
crystal packing as all COOH groups form two strong hydrogen
bonds with the COOH of a neighbouring molecule in the lattice.
While H atom count (bonded to an atom) is considered by
default, the H atom positions are not considered as they are
regularly refined by applying constraints instead of being solved
from the electron density; thus, in general, both possible proton
orderings should be counted as structural matches. A comparison
of the number of molecules in common (#/20) and RMSD
(1)/(20) values obtained with and without the selection of these
options is given in the SI for structures where this had an effect.

There is little documentation regarding how PXRD similarity
values are determined from the CPS tool, although it appears that
an isotropic volume correction procedure, similar to that outlined
by van der Streek and Motherwell,37 is used. In the work done by
Bernstein and coworkers,50 they report that the powder diffrac-
tograms were calculated using ideal Cu Kα1 radiation (1.54056
Å) and Pseudo-Voigt peak shapes from 0− 50◦ 2θ . The diffrac-
tograms were then compared with de Gelder’s cross-correlation
function to yield a similarity value (1 being identical). The re-
sulting PXRD similarly values are subtracted from 1 to convert
them into powder pattern difference (POWDIFF) values, facilitat-
ing comparison with results from our critic2 program.38

3.2 Newly Developed VC-PWDF Code

To implement an anistropic volume correction, we have devel-
oped a bash script to be run from the command line by Linux
OS. The vc-pwdf code is available from github51 and interfaces
with the latest version of critic2.38 It automates a protocol
of unit-cell reduction, screening by unit-cell parameters, and per-
forming the volume correction, followed by powder diffractogram
comparison. The code has been designed for application to a set
of candidate structures resulting from CSP; it currently accepts as
input CSP structure lists (eg. submission to BT6) and a target ref-
erence structure, both in .cif format. However, it should be noted
that the code is also applicable to pair-wise comparison of only
two given structures.

The required inputs are:

• A single file that contains geometries of all the candidate
structures to be compared to the reference target structure

• A reference target structure

The algorithm undertaken by the code is as follows:

1. Split the catenated .cif into separate files for each candidate
structure.

2. Convert each structure, including the reference, to its Nig-
gli reduced cell52,53 (using NEWCELL PRIMITIVE and NEW-
CELL NIGGLI sequentially in critic2).

3. Compare unit-cell dimensions of each candidate structure to
those of the reference structure to identify which are poten-
tial matches.
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(a) Eliminate candidate structures where the volume is not
within a given threshold (default 20%) of the reference
structure.

(b) Eliminate structures where each axis length, (a,b,c), is
not within a given threshold (default 20%) of one of
the three axis lengths of the reference structure.

(c) Eliminate structures where the crystal system (triclinic,
monoclinic, orthorhombic, tetragonal, hexagonal, or
cubic) does not match that of the reference structure.

(d) Eliminate structures that do not possess the same
space-group symmetry as the reference. This screen-
ing criterion can be toggled off by the user if, upon
review of the log file, there is concern that one or
more structure(s) have similar unit-cell dimensions as
the target but failed the space-group match. All data
shown here were obtained using space-group screen-
ing. If this screening step is omitted, no additional
matching structures were found, although one addi-
tional XXII polytype structure was identified (see SI).

(e) Each candidate structure that makes it to this stage
undergoes a number of transformations in order to
account for possible inconsistencies in the unit cell
description with respect to the target structure. The
transformation matrices are applied via critic2 with
NEWCELL [matrix]. Each transformation generates a
new structure file that is carried through the remain-
der of the protocol. Only the structure file with the
smallest VC-POWDIFF value out of all the variations
generated for that candidate structure is kept at the
end.

i. A check of the unit-cell axes is performed. If any
of the candidate structures have two axes within 1
Å of each other, it is deemed possible that the axes
may be swapped relative to the reference struc-
ture (eg. the a-axis vector of the candidate struc-
ture’s unit cell matches the b-axis vector of the
reference structure’s unit cell). The transforma-
tion matrix that interchanges the axes of interest
is then applied to the candidate structure, gener-
ating an additional structure with these axes inter-
changed that is carried through to the next steps
of the algorithm. Interchanging axes was neces-
sary to identify 6/52 of the original BT6 matches.

ii. Additional structure files are generated using lin-
ear combinations of the unit-cell vectors, and
combined linear combination and axes swaps.
This compensates for cases where a candidate
structure and the target will have incompatible
lattice-parameter definitions, even after Niggli re-
duction (see Figure 2 for an example). Three sets
of transformation matrices are used depending on
the case. One set of 24 matrices is used for tri-
clinic unit cells with acute angles. Another set of
24 matrices is used for the obtuse-angle triclinic

unit cells, and a subset of 12 of these 24 matrices
is used for monoclinic cells (which, by definition,
must have an obtuse non-right angle). These ad-
ditional structures are carried through to the next
steps of the algorithm. Details regarding the sets
of transformation matrices are available in the SI.
Applying transformation matrices was necessary
to identify 6/52 of the original BT6 matches.

(f) A check of the angles is performed, comparing those of
the candidate structures (and additional transformed
structure files) to the reference structure. If an angle is
90◦ in the reference structure, but not also 90◦ for the
candidate structure, the structure is eliminated (most
relevant for monoclinic structures).

4. Apply the anisotropic volume correction. This is done by
replacing the unit cell dimensions (cell lengths and angles)
of the candidate structure with those of the reference cell.
This replacement of the unit cell vectors is done within a
.res file format, where the atomic positions are given in frac-
tional coordinates. Thus, the volume correction will cause a
distortion of the molecular geometries, but only marginally
(vide infra).

5. Compare computed powder diffraction patterns of the candi-
date structures with the reference structure using the COM-
PARE keyword in critic2. Powder diffractograms are
generated from 5− 50◦ 2θ and compared with de Gelder’s
cross-correlation function to yield the dissimilarity value (i.e.
POWDIFF, with a value of 0 indicating identical structures).
The output consists of two ranked lists of POWDIFF val-
ues from comparison of the candidate structures, before and
after volume correction, with the reference (examples are
shown for both in the SI).

Fig. 2 Comparison of the unit cells of (left) Group 09’s matching structure
(XXIIIB-G09-L1-E13) and (right) the experimental structure of target XXIII
form B, viewed in the ab plane. Application of the [-1 0 0],[-1 1 0],[0 0 -1]
transformation matrix to the G09 structure is required for its b-axis vector
to align with the b-axis vector of the target, allowing the volume correction
to be properly applied.
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For all candidate structures, the results of the protocol are out-
put to a log file to explain if/how the structures were modified
and why structures were eliminated. The ordering of the screen-
ing steps is meant to run from least to most stringent, permitting
the greatest number of structures to be carried forward at ev-
ery step. This allows the user to track a structure through the
screening. Eliminated structure files are removed from the work-
ing directly, leaving only matching structure files (the parent file
containing all the CSP-generated structures remains unedited).

3.3 Similarity value notation

The following terminology will be used to discuss the different
values generated by the different comparison methods:
A raw-POWDIFF value is the result of PXRD comparison between
the reference structure and a candidate structure without any vol-
ume correction, using the COMPARE functionality in critic2.
A VC-POWDIFF value is the result of PXRD comparison between
the reference structure and a candidate structure after anisotropic
volume correction, using the algorithm described in Section 3.2.
A CPS-POWDIFF value is the result of PXRD comparison between
the reference structure and a candidate structure after isotropic
volume correction, using the Mercury CPS tool. The PXRD simi-
larity value yielded by Mercury is converted to CPS-POWDIFF by
subtracting the result from 1.
A raw-RMSD(1) value is the result of COMPACK comparison be-
tween the reference structure and a candidate structure without
any volume correction for a cluster size of one molecule.
A VC-RMSD(1) value is analogous to the above, but using the
candidate structure after application of the developed anisotropic
volume correction.
A raw-RMSD(20) value is the result of COMPACK comparison be-
tween the reference structure and a candidate structure without
any volume correction for a cluster size of 20 molecules.
A VC-RMSD(20) value is analogous to the above, but using the
candidate structure after application of the developed anisotropic
volume correction.

4 Results

4.1 PXRD Comparison

POWDIFF values for the full dataset were obtained using the
COMPARE keyword in critic2. The full histogram of raw-
POWDIFF values in Figure 3(a) displays a normal Gaussian dis-
tribution. Figure 3(b) shows an expanded view of this histogram,
highlighting the BT6 matches, which have raw-POWDIFF values
ranging from 0.03− 0.54. When isotropic volume correction37

is applied to the dataset, a skewed distribution of the resulting
CPS-POWDIFF values is observed in Figure 3(c). A histogram of
the 0− 0.05 CPS-POWDIFF range (considered to be a relatively
small value37,50) is shown in Figure 3(d). The distribution of
the 52 matches identified in BT6 is again quite broad, spanning
this range and beyond, with 6 matching structures having CPS-
POWDIFF values > 0.05.

The newly developed code for anisotropic volume correction
was also applied to the dataset. The distribution of VC-POWDIFF
values, for the structures that pass the unit cell screening (Step

3 described in Section 3.2), is shown in Figure 3(e). The VC-
POWDIFF values for the 52 BT6 matches are reduced by roughly
an order of magnitude, compared to the raw-POWDIFF values.
They now fall into the 0− 0.05 range for all but two cases:
XXII-G09-L1-E02 (raw-POWDIFF of 0.5363 and VC-POWDIFF of
0.1120) and XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88 (raw-POWDIFF of 0.2783 and
VC-POWDIFF of 0.0546). These two structures will be discussed
in more detail in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.

The distribution of the VC-POWDIFF values for the BT6
matches in Figure 3 sharply contrasts with the CPS-POWDIFF re-
sults. As shown in Figure 3(f), there is a decay in the number of
structures as the VC-POWDIFF values increase from 0, to 0.035,
and only a couple matching structures with VC-POWDIFFs be-
tween 0.035− 0.05. Thus, the volume correction provides a nat-
ural segregation between possible structure matches and other
candidate structures. A detailed breakdown of all structures iden-
tified by our algorithm to have VC-POWDIFFs of < 0.05, and thus
be likely structure matches, will be presented in Section 4.2.

4.2 Analysis of Additional VC Structure Matches

None of the three PXRD comparison methods clusters only the 52
matches within the lowest POWDIFF bins, segregated from all of
the other structures (Figure 3). However, the VC-POWDIFF his-
togram clearly stands out in having some ability to group the BT6
matches, with only 111 structures total having VC-POWDIFF val-
ues less than 0.05 (although this range misses 2 of the 52 matches
identified in BT6). The reasonable number of candidates in the
VC-POWDIFF 0− 0.05 range makes it possible to analyze all of
these structures to determine if additional matches were found.

The majority of the additional structures (47/61) are duplicate
matching structures. These are structures that match the target
structure, but were included in a list that already contained one
of the 52 identified matches. It was noted in the BT6 compe-
tition that, if there were duplicates within a list, the matching
structure with the lowest energy would be chosen for the energy
ranking in the results table. The bulk of the duplicate structures
are part of the two lists submitted by group 23 for target XXIII,
and match form B (29/47). This is interesting as Group 23 re-
optimized a sub-set of the force-field54 structures generated by
Group 18 using either HF-3c55 (list 1) or TPSS-D356,57 (list 2).
Thus, unique structures generated by the force field converged to
the same structure when optimized with the quantum-mechanical
methods, since this duplication is not observed in the lists pro-
vided by Group 18.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the full set of 113 struc-
tures either yielding VC-POWDIFF values less than 0.05, or iden-
tified as a match in BT6. The majority (98/113) of the structures
are classified as matches, including duplicate matches. Notably,
two of these (non-duplicate) matching structures were missed in
BT6 (see Section 5.2). A further 10 structures were identified as
polytypes of compound XXII. While they are not proper matches,
they possess a fairly similar packing to the reference compound
and will be discussed further in Section 5.1. Three structures
were found to have significant conformational differences from
the reference, but would be expected to be close matches upon
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Fig. 3 Histograms showing the distribution of POWDIFF values obtained using the various comparison methods for the full dataset (black bars), and
matches identified in the 6th blind test (green bars), within relevant ranges. Shown are raw-POWDIFF values for the unmodified structures from critic2
(a,b), CPS-POWDIFF values after isotropic volume correction from Mercury (c,d), and VC-POWDIFF values after anisotropic volume correction from
critic2 (e,f). Note the differences in x-axis scale. POWDIFF values range from 0–1; any data points with POWDIFF values surpassing the x-axis range
are included in the final bin.

geometry relaxation with a quantum-mechanical method, such
as dispersion-corrected density-functional theory. One of these
structures was identified as a BT6 match (XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88),
while the other two were part of a list that already contained a
match identified in BT6 (see Section 5.3). One structure (XXV-
G15-L1-E24) was found to have a slightly differing packing than
the target due to a 180◦ rotation of the 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid
COOH group (see Secion 5.3). Finally, one BT6 match (XXII-G09-
L1-E02, see Section 5.4) has a volume that is anomalously large
compared to the reference structure, and is displayed separately
on the histogram (and discussed further in Section 5.4).

4.3 COMPACK Comparison

Mercury’s CPS tool was used for COMPACK comparison of all
113 structures with a VC-POWDIFF less than 0.05, or identified

as a match in BT6 (i.e. 111 structures with VC-POWDIFF values
< 0.05, plus XXII-G09-L1-E02 and XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88).
RMSD(1) values were computed for the 98 Z′ = 1 structures
within this set. On average, the volume correction resulted in
a negligible difference in the VC-RMSD(1) values compared to
the raw-RMSD(1) values of the unmodified structures (see SI).
In 55/98 cases, there was actually a slight improvement in the
RMSD(1) value with the application of the volume correction.

The distribution of the raw-RMSD(20) values for the 113-
structure dataset is shown in Figure 5(a). The classified matches
from Figure 4 are now subdivided into two groups: those that
are COMPACK matches with the default tolerances (±20% and
±20◦) and those that required looser tolerances. This latter group
is labeled as “CPS-tolerance” in Figure 5. The specific tolerances
used for each structure are given in the SI. Overall, the toler-
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Fig. 4 Classification of the 113 structures with VC-POWDIFF values less
than 0.05, or identified as a match in the 6th blind test. POWDIFF values
range from 0–1; any data points with POWDIFF values surpassing the
x-axis range are included in the final bin. The XXII polytypes, as well
as cases with significant differences in conformation/H-bond alignment
or volume, are discussed in Sections 5.1, 5.3, and 5.4, respectively.

ances had to be increased for a total of 13 structures, includ-
ing four BT6 matches. Two of the BT6 matches required toler-
ances looser than the ±25% and ±25◦ used in that work.33 Two
of the structures indicated in Figure 4 as exhibiting significant
conformation differences, and the structure exhibiting a signifi-
cant volume difference, from the target also yielded viable 20/20
molecule matches once the tolerances were loosened. However,
for the other “conformational” structure, a reasonably overlaid
20/20 molecule match could not be achieved at any tolerance.

VC-RMSD(20) values (calculated using the structures output
from the anisotropic volume correction) were also determined
and the distribution of these values is shown in Figure 5(b). The
same 13 structures still required loosening of the tolerances to
match all 20 molecules of the cluster, and there appears to be
no correlation between the required tolerance and the resulting
RMSD(20) values (see SI). As shown in Figure 5, the range of
RMSD(20) values is nearly halved upon volume correction, com-
pared to the results for the unmodified structures. All but three
structures have a VC-RMSD(20) less than 0.5 Å. Because vol-
ume difference is no longer a contribution to the calculated VC-
RMSD(20), a much tighter grouping of the matching structures
is observed at lower values. This demonstrates the developed
volume correction’s improvement of COMPACK, as well as PXRD,
structure comparison.

Finally, Figure 6 shows a good correlation between the VC-
POWDIFF and VC-RMSD(20) values. This scatter plot clearly
distinguishes closely matched structures from the two “confor-
mational” structures and the shifted structure with a different H-
bond alignment. Analogous plots involving the raw-POWDIFF or
CPS-POWDIFF values show considerably worse correlations and
lose the distinct groupings of structure types (see SI). We find that
VC-POWDIFF values are arguably as useful as RMSD(20) in pro-
viding a quantitative similarity comparison of two crystal struc-
tures. The VC-POWDIFF can even represent an improvement over
RMSD(20) in some cases, as it does not require varying tolerances
to identify matching structures. We view these as complementary
metrics that can be used most effectively in combination to pre-
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Fig. 5 Histograms showing the distribution of RMSD(20) values (in Å) for
the 102/113 structures plotted in Fig. 4 that yield a viable 20/20 molecule
match. Shown are raw-RMSD(20) values (a) and VC-RMSD(20) values
(b). The final far-right bin in the raw-RMSD(20) distribution (a) includes
all values larger than 0.9 Å. “CPS-tolerance” indicates structures where
the COMPACK tolerances had to be loosened from their default values.
The 10 XXII polytypes and one “conformational” structure are excluded
as no valid 20/20 molecule match is possible for any tolerance.

vent omission of any structure matches resulting from CSP.

5 Discussion
5.1 XXII Polytypes
Ten structures were submitted in lists from different groups for
compound XXII that are not a match to the target and do not yield
a viable RMSD(20) value, but all match each other. This common
structure can be viewed as a polytype of the target. Figure 7
shows the experimental XXII structure overlaid with the polytype
(XXII-G03-L1-E56 is used as a representative example) to high-
light the considerable similarity in the packing. When viewed in
the bc plane (top left), the molecules appear to align perfectly.
However, when rotated and in the ac or ab planes (top right
and bottom, respectively), the difference in the packing of the
two structures is revealed. If one considers there to be two rows
of molecules in the ab plane, then the bottom row of molecules
match perfectly in both structures; however, the top row is trans-
lated by half of the b-axis length. Similarly, viewing the unit cell in
the ac plane, the left column of molecules is not properly overlaid
and is instead translated by half the c-axis length. This consider-
able packing similarity is identified by the POWDIFF methods, but
not by the COMPACK algorithm, which will fail at 9/20 molecules
matched for most tolerances.

Figure 8 shows histograms of CPS- and VC-POWDIFF values
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Fig. 6 Plot of VC-RMSD(20) versus VC-POWDIFF for all BT6 matches
and other structures with VC-POWDIFFs <0.05. Structures that do not
yield RMSD(20) values with reasonable structure overlap are not in-
cluded (the 10 XXII polytypes, as well as XXIIIC-G14-E25).

for the 13 matches and 10 polytype structures identified for target
XXII. CPS-POWDIFF is unable to distinguish the matches from the
polytypes and the histogram shows a complete intermingling of
the two categories. In contrast, the VC-POWDIFF results show a
segregation of the matches from the polytypes, with a single bin
(0.015–0.020) occupied by one matching structure and 4 of the
polytype structures. Thus, the VC-POWDIFF method clearly does
much better than the CPS-POWDIFF method at separating these
two classes of structures, despite their very strong similarity.

This example showcases the requirement for flexible cutoffs de-
pending on the system in question. While a VC-POWDIFF thresh-
old of 0.035 is needed to include most matches identified for the
full set of BT6 compounds (Figure 4), a tighter threshold is clearly
needed for the rigid compound XXII. Here, an optimal choice of
0.017 for a VC-POWDIFF threshold would actually result in com-
plete separation of the polytypes from the structure matches (al-
though this is clearly specific to compound XXII).

5.2 Extra Matches not Identified in BT6
With our anisotropic volume correction, two structural matches
are identified that were missed in BT6: XXIIIA-G09-L2-E19 and
XXV-G06-L1-E08. Overlays of these two structures with their re-
spective targets are shown in Figure 9. Both are classified as
matching structures in Figure 4 and XXV-G06-L1-E08 falls into
the “CPS-tolerance” group in Figures 5 and 6.

First, XXIIIA-G09-L2-E19 was identified as a likely match to
the target, with a VC-POWDIFF of 0.0297. As shown in the top
panel of Figure 9, there is a 180◦ difference in the orientation of
the COOH group between this candidate structure and the tar-
get. However, proton exchange across this COOH–HOOC dou-

Fig. 7 Overlay comparing the packing of the polytype (XXII-G03-L1-E56,
shown in purple) with the target structure of compound XXII in the bc
plane (top, left), the ac plane (top,right), and the ab plane (bottom).

bly hydrogen-bonded dimer does not otherwise alter the crystal
packing. Assignment of H atom positions from residual electron
density is challenging, requiring high quality data, and is there-
fore regularly done by applying constraints instead. As such, the
two structures should be considered equivalent (despite the obvi-
ous minimum-energy conformer). A 20/20 molecule match with
a raw-RMSD(20) of 0.551 Å (VC-RMSD(20) of 0.295 Å) can be
obtained with the default COMPACK tolerances if H-atom and
bond counts are ignored, confirming this as a structural match.
However, if these factors are considered in determination of a
structural match, the tolerances must be increased to 30% and
30◦, which are higher than the thresholds used in BT6. While
two structures with this same COOH rotation were identified in
BT6 (XXIIID-G06-L1-E73 and XXIIID-G09-L1-E66), indicated in
the results table with their energy rank in brackets to denote this
difference, XXIIIA-G09-L2-E19 was not.

Next, XXV-G06-L1-E08 was also identified as a likely match to
the target structure, with a VC-POWDIFF value of 0.0213. As
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 9, the main difference be-
tween XXV-G06-L1-E08 and the target structure is a rotation of
one of the 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid nitro groups. In the XXV-G06-
L1-E08 structure, one of the nitro groups is rotated 60◦ out the
plane of the benzene ring, while both nitro groups lie in plane
in the experimental structure to maximize conjugation. The de-
viation from planarity is likely the result of Group 06’s use of the
MMFF94 force field58 for the intramolecular degrees of freedom
during geometry optimization.33 Refinement with a quantum-
mechanical method would be expected to restore the planarity
of the 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid. Unfortunately, this structure was
not in the top 50 chosen for subsequent reoptimization with PBE-
XDM when Group 06 generated their second list, according to the
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Fig. 8 Histogram of the CPS-POWDIFF (a) and VC-POWDIFF (b) values
for the 13 matches and 10 polytype structures identified for target XXII.

SI provided with BT6.33

XXV-G06-L1-E08 was missed in the original publication of BT6
results due to the inherent functionality of the COMPACK algo-
rithm to weigh heavily on conformation. Were this an amine
rather than a nitro group, the COMPACK algorithm would likely
have classified this as a match (by default, H atoms are excluded
in the inter-atomic measurements of distances and angles). As
the unphysical conformation change in the candidate structure
does involve a nitro group, the large deviations in oxygen posi-
tions result in failure to achieve a 20/20 molecule match until
the tolerances are increased to ±60% and ±60◦. At this point, a
perfectly agreeable raw-RMSD(20) value of 0.363 Å is obtained.

These two examples illustrate the danger inherent in using
COMPACK alone to determine structure matches when evaluating
CSP methods. Pairing COMPACK with PXRD methods is necessary
to avoid missing structural matches with differing proton assign-
ments, or with conformational differences that may result from
using low levels of theory for geometry relaxation in the early
steps of CSP.

5.3 Grey Areas in Structure Comparison
We now consider the outliers shown in Figures 4 and 6, with VC-
POWDIFF values above 0.035. In this section, we focus on the
three “conformational” cases (XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88, XXIIIC-G14-
L2-E25, and XXVI-G14-L1-E25) and the one “H-bond shifted” case
(XXV-G15-L1-E24). Metrics quantifying the similarity of each of
these structures with their respective targets are collected in Ta-
ble 1. The two Z′= 1 entries have the two largest RMSD(1) values
seen for the entire dataset of 113 structures, indicating the great-

Fig. 9 Overlays of the packing of XXIIIA-G09-L2-E19 (top) and XXV-
G06-L1-E08 (bottom), after anisotropic volume correction, with their re-
spective target structures.

est conformational differences from the target. All other matches
have RMSD(1) values well under 0.3 Å.

As shown in the upper panel of Figure 10, XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88
has a significant conformational difference with the target. How-
ever, the overlap of the molecular positions in the packing re-
mains nearly the same and this structure was identified as a match
in BT6. A reasonable overlay of all 20 molecules can be made
once the tolerances are loosened to ±30 (% and ◦) for the raw
structure, or ± 25 (% and ◦) for the volume-corrected structure.
Despite this, the PXRD methods give fairly large CPS-POWDIFF
and VC-POWDIFF values (see Table 1), indicating a less similar
structure than most of the BT6 matches.

XXVI-G14-L1-E06, shown in the lower panel of Figure 10, is a
duplicate match on the list submitted by Group 14 (the BT6 match
is XXVI-G14-L1-E01). This structure also shows considerable con-
formational differences compared to the target. COMPACK only
identifies a match when the tolerances are loosened to ±45 (%
and ◦) for the raw structure, or ±30 (% and ◦) for the volume-
corrected structure. Here, the PXRD methods once again give
relatively large CPS-POWDIFF and VC-POWDIFF values, as listed
in Table 1.

Structure XXIIIC-G14-L2-E25 is another duplicate match sub-
mitted by G14 (the BT6 match is XXIIIC-G14-L2-E06). The
volume-corrected PXRD methods predict this structure to have
strong packing similarities to the target, with CPS-POWDIFF and
VC-POWDIFF values that are notably lower than the two exam-
ples showcased above (see Table 1). Despite this, half of the
molecules have a visually distinguishable difference in conforma-
tion from the target, as shown in Figure 11, that prohibits deter-
mination of a viable RMSD(20) value. As noted previously,50 and
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Table 1 Selected RMSD and POWDIFF comparison measures for four boarderline cases in which the molecules display notable conformational
differences relative to the target, or a notable positional shift is observed. RMSD values are given in Å. The case in which no RMSD(1) value is reported
has Z′ = 2.

Structure RMSD(1) RMSD(20) VC-RMSD(20) raw-POWDIFF CPS-POWDIFF VC-POWDIFF
XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88 0.339 0.758 0.390 0.2783 0.0593 0.0546
XXIIIC-G14-L2-E25 N/A N/A N/A 0.2305 0.0197 0.0357
XXV-G15-L1-E24 N/A 0.949 0.566 0.3314 0.0563 0.0494
XXVI-G14-L1-E25 0.561 1.522 0.637 0.3037 0.0444 0.0473

Fig. 10 Two examples of structures with notable conformational differ-
ences with their target, but are successfully overlaid in a cluster of 20
molecules with COMPACK. Top: BT6 match for XXIIIB from Group 13
(XXIIIB-G13-L1-E88). Bottom: A duplicate on the list submitted by Group
14 for target XXVI (XXVI-G14-L1-E25).

Fig. 11 Overlay of target XXIII form C with XXIIIC-G14-L2-E25, with
default tolerances, showing matching molecules in green. Non-matching
molecules are shown in red, and possess a conformational change in the
terminal dichloro-phenyl moiety.

showcased by the missed BT6 match for compound XXV, COM-
PACK weighs heavily on molecular conformation when assessing
crystal-structure matches. In some cases, structures with clear

Fig. 12 Overlay of the volume-corrected XXV-G15-L1-E24 and XXV tar-
get structures, with H-bonds highlighted.

conformational differences fail to achieve a “pass” from the COM-
PACK algorithm, despite having the same packing as the target.
At lower tolerances, a reasonable 20/20 molecule overlay can be
made; however, not all molecules pass according to the tolerance
given. If tolerances are loosened further, then the overlay is dis-
torted and becomes unreasonable. XXIIIC-G14-L2-E25 is an ex-
ample where a 20/20 match cannot be made up to a tolerance
of 75 (% and ◦). Once the tolerance is loosened to 80 (% and
◦), the overlap becomes unreasonable, the number of matching
molecules in the cluster decreases, and the RMSD value jumps.

Finally, XXV-G15-L1-E24 shows a fairly poor overlay with target
XXV in Figure 12, commensurate with the large RMSD(20) values
in Table 1. XXV-G15-L1-E01 is the BT6 match from this list, while
XXV-G15-L1-E24 differs in the COOH proton position (i.e. 180◦

rotation of the COOH group relative to the target). This leads to a
visible rotation of the 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid molecules and some
shifting of the Tröger’s base to accommodate the intermolecular
H-bonding. This structure is not a proper match to the target, as
the 180◦ rotation of the COOH group would prohibit optimization
to the same energy minimum as the target with either force fields
or quantum-mechanical methods. A tolerance of ±35 (% and ◦)
was required to obtain a 20/20 match for XXV-G15-L1-E24, ig-
noring H-atom and bond counts. COMPACK is able to achieve a
match for XXV-G15-L1-E24 at a tolerance nearly twice as strict
as that required to match XXV-G06-L1-E08 (the missed match for
target XXV), even though the missed match has virtually identi-
cal packing to the target. Conversely, the VC-POWDIFF value for
XXV-G15-L1-E24 is more than twice as large as XXV-G06-L1-E08,
reflecting the significant difference in packing between XXV-G15-
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L1-E24 and the target.

These four examples showcase the grey areas of crystal struc-
ture comparison. The differences in molecular conformation re-
sult in larger RMSD(20) or POWDIFF values than seen for other
matches. The three conformational structures for compounds
XXIII and XXVI could still be considered matches since they would
be expected to relax to the same energy minimum as the experi-
mental structure upon full geometry optimization. However, the
“H-bond shifted” structure for XXV would not optimize to an iden-
tical structure as the target, due to the 180◦ rotation of the COOH
group causing a difference in 3,5-dinitrobenzoic acid orientation
to maintain intermolecular H-bonding. These examples also illus-
trate that larger cutoffs for VC-POWDIFFs may be used for flexible
molecules, such as XXIII and XXVI where intramolecular confor-
mation differences are common. For rigid molecules, such as the
components of the XXV co-crystal, a smaller VC-POWDIFF cutoff
is likely required to weed out non-matching structures with simi-
lar packing.

5.4 Poor Candidate Geometries

A final interesting case is that of XXII-G09-L1-E02, which has by
far the greatest volume difference, at 14.7% larger than the tar-
get. The next greatest volume difference occurs for the XXIIIB-
G13-L1-E88 “conformational” match, which has a volume 9.2%
larger than the target. For comparison, the mean absolute per-
cent volume difference is 4.0% for the 113 structure subset, while
the mean percent volume difference is -1.6%. It is more common
(72/113) to see candidate structures from zeroth-order CSP stud-
ies that are more compact than the target structures due to ne-
glect of thermal expansion33,45 (and only 2/113 structures con-
sidered here were generated with thermal effects included33). In
the case of XXII-G09-L1-E02, the large volume mismatch is likely
a result of the MMFF94 force field used for geometry optimization
by Group 09.33,58

Table 2 shows the similarity metrics comparing XXII-G09-L1-
E02 to the XXII target structure, before and after volume cor-
rection. As expected, this structure has the largest increase in
RMSD(1) of the entire data set upon volume correction. While
the VC-RMSD(20) and VC-POWDIFF values are significantly re-
duced by the volume correction, both remain much higher than
for the other BT6 matches, as seen from the scatter plot in Fig. 6.
This occurs because the unit-cell volume of the submitted struc-
ture is so large that a shift in the packing relative to the target
can be observed. As shown by the structural overlay in Figure 13,
this shift is retained after volume correction. The planes formed
by the molecules in the candidate structure are angled consid-
erably with respect to the a-axis, whereas the planes formed by
the molecules in the target structure are essentially parallel to the
a-axis. This shift in packing is a result of the expanded volume
of the original unit cell, analogous to the temperature-dependent
shifts in molecular packing that may occur experimentally.

The CONV (constant-volume relaxation) functionality of
DMACRYS,54 which holds the unit-cell dimensions constant, was
applied to the submitted structure after volume correction. Re-
laxation of the molecular positions visually corrected the angling

Table 2 Similarity comparisons for structure XXII-G09-L1-E02, before
and after volume correction, and after constant-volume (CONV) geom-
etry relaxation with rigid molecules. RMSD values are given in Å.

Structure RMSD(1) RMSD(20) POWDIFF
Raw 0.049 0.833 0.5363
VC 0.180 0.550 0.1120

CONV 0.180 0.277 0.0231

Fig. 13 COMPACK overlay, in the ab-plane, of the volume-corrected XXII-
G09-L1-E02 structure with the target.

of the molecules and the resulting structural overlap is now quite
good, as quantified by the VC-RMSD(20) and VC-POWDIFF val-
ues in the final row of Table 2. After the CONV relaxation, these
metrics correlate with the true similarity to the target as well as
for any of the other matches in the dataset (see Fig. 6).

We recommend CONV optimization as a final step before quan-
titative comparison of volume-corrected structures in cases with
exceptionally high volume differences (>10%) to compensate for
the use of crude force fields in the geometry optimization steps
of CSP. However, with this secondary manipulation of the struc-
ture, a discussion as to whether the candidate structure should
be considered a match to the target is warranted. As mentioned
above, changes in molecular packing and conformation may oc-
cur between experimental structures collected at different tem-
peratures. Unless these shifts result in changes in properties or
symmetry, the structures are considered to be the same, rather
than distinct polymorphs. Use of a force-field method to relax a
structure that has undergone a substantial volume change mim-
ics the relaxation that would occur experimentally, when a cor-
responding volume difference results from a change in tempera-
ture. The inclusion of a method for eliminating intramolecular
distortions would also be beneficial in cases with dramatic vol-
ume differences to improve further the final similarity value for
the candidate structure. The intramolecular distortion imparted
by our volume correction is not physical and is not corrected by
the DMACRYS CONV relaxation, which assumes rigid molecules.
That being said, only one structure out of the 52 unique matches
from the original study (<2%) has such a dramatic difference in
volume relative to its corresponding target.
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6 Conclusions
This work presents a tailored anisotropic volume correction to
improve PXRD comparison of crystal structures. The approach’s
ability to identify all candidate crystal structures submitted dur-
ing the 6th CSP blind test33 that match the target, experimen-
tal structures was assessed. In contrast to existing PXRD com-
parisons, which either involve no volume correction or only an
isotropic volume correction37 (using the CPS tool in Mercury35),
our approach is capable of segregating the BT6 matches from the
remaining candidate structures. All but two of the BT6 matches
were found to have volume-corrected powder pattern differences
(VC-POWDIFF) of < 0.035. Considering all candidate structures
having VC-POWDIFF values within this threshold, we were also
able to identify two matching structures that went uncredited in
BT6. These were a match to target XXIII, form A, submitted by
Group 09 and a match to target XXV submitted by Group 06.

A limitation of the method is cases where there is an extremely
large volume difference between the target structure and a candi-
date match. Rigid-cell relaxation of the volume-corrected candi-
date structure with a distributed-multipole force field,54 or better
yet a low-cost quantum-mechanical method such as HF-3c,55 will
improve identification of matching crystal structures. However,
this would greatly increase the computational cost of our algo-
rithm and is not generally practical.

The optimum VC-POWDIFF threshold needed to indicate a
structural match is highly dependent on the target molecule in
question. For the rigid compound XXII, a relatively small VC-
POWDIFF threshold of 0.017 was required to distinguish 10 in-
stances of a polytype structure from matches to the experimental
target. In contrast, a threshold of 0.035 is needed to identify
the majority of the BT6 matches. For the flexible molecules XXIII
and XXVI, several structures were found to have similar packing,
but visible differences in conformation from the target, leading
to larger VC-POWDIFF values in the range 0.035-0.055. While
these fall into a more grey area, they would be expected to give
identical structures to the target upon relaxation of the atomic po-
sitions, and can therefore be deemed matches. Thus, larger VC-
POWDIFF thresholds must be used to identify structural matches
for flexible molecules, compared to rigid molecules.

This work also illustrated some disadvantages of the COMPACK
algorithm in cases of flexible molecules with minor conforma-
tional differences. Thirteen matching structures, including one of
the two missed BT6 matches, required larger tolerances than the
COMPACK defaults of±20 (% and ◦) to achieve a 20/20 molecule
match. Tolerances of up to ±60 (% and ◦) were needed, which
meet or exceed those reported by Bernstein and coworkers,50

who noted similar issues with COMPACK for flexible molecules.
However, setting too large of a tolerance can lead to unreasonable
cluster alignments and large jumps in RMSD values. While COM-
PACK has long been the default method for identifying matching
crystal structures, the sensitivity of the alignment and RMSD val-
ues to the choice of tolerance emphasizes the need to be diligent
when using this comparison method.

Overall, the VC-POWDIFF measure was able to provide as
much information as the raw-RMSD(20) with respect to quan-

tifying the true similarity of the compared structure to the tar-
get. Anisotropic volume correction was also found to significantly
reduce RMSD(20) values obtained from comparison of matching
crystal structures, and a strong correlation between VC-POWDIFF
and VC-RMSD(20) values was identified. We recommend utiliza-
tion of both the VC-POWDIFF and COMPACK methods in con-
cert to ensure that all matching structures are identified, and that
false positives can be readily removed. Pairing with COMPACK is
particularly important as a structure that is similar to the target,
but presented in a different crystal system, will not be identified
as a match by the current version of vc-pwdf. Decoupling the
anisotropic volume correction from the unit-cell parameters and
crystal system presents an opportunity for further development.

The comparison of crystal structures is critical in the analy-
sis of structure-energy landscapes and assessing the ability of
CSP methods to reproduce experimentally known structures. The
use of the developed VC-POWDIFF method, in conjunction with
COMPACK, is proposed as an improved tool for such analysis.
Anisotropic volume correction may also aid in the use of CSP
to match a generated structure to experimental powder diffrac-
tograms. This would be of significant interest, particularly in the
pharmaceutical industry where solid-form screening is routinely
undertaken, where PXRD is common but obtaining a single crys-
tal for every polymorph found can be a daunting endeavour, if not
impossible.
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